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Chapter One

POND DIPPING

up the water. The pond was at the end of his
backyard, on the other side of the white
wooden fence. The leaves of the pecan trees
gleamed in the warm Missouri sunshine.
Connor tipped the algae onto the bank.
He was about to scoop out another clump,
when he noticed something wriggling inside
the net. A tadpole!
“Hey there!” said Connor. “Are you going
to grow into a bullfrog? Or maybe a
leopard frog?” Gently, he lowered the net so

Connor dipped his net into the pond and

the tadpole could escape.

scooped up a big clump of algae. Long green

He watched it swim

strands of the tiny plants trailed down. It

away, kicking its tiny

looked like Connor had caught a watery

back legs. It joined

monster. I

a large group of

guess I have, he thought. After all,

too much algae would block out the light,

tadpoles beside

and the other plants in the pond would die.

some reeds.

Connor had spent the morning clearing
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Hold on, Connor thought. They’re hanging
out in a shoal... Those probably aren’t frog
tadpoles – I think they’re toads!

his chest. His mum didn’t know that Connor

Connor loved everything to do with

When he’d scooped out the last gloopy

water. His mum thought he would be a

blob of algae, Connor propped his net

marine biologist when he grew up, and

against the wooden fence. It was hot now.

study the plants and animals in the sea.

The sunshine shimmered on the wheat fields

“We’ll have to take a holiday to the coast
one day,” Mum had said at breakfast.
“Wouldn’t it be amazing to see the ocean?”

Connor touched the compass badge on
had seen lots of oceans already...

that surrounded his house. Connor made his
way indoors.
He washed his hands at the kitchen sink,
then went to the pantry to get himself a
granola bar. There was a postcard tacked to
the pantry door. It said, “I Love Missouri
Science Fair!” Connor had got first prize in
the competition for growing coral in a tank.
As he reached for the door handle, he
stopped in surprise.
A glowing shape had appeared next to
the postcard.
7

It was a circle with a

display in glass cabinets, just like in a

needle in the centre. Around

museum. There were dinosaur fossils,

the outside were the letters

meteorites from space and shells from the

N, S, E and W.

bottom of the ocean. On the floor was a

A compass!

huge map of the world. The domed ceiling

A compass that matched the badge on
Connor’s T-shirt...

showed the stars and the Milky Way. Connor
was back in the Exploration Station!

Connor grinned. The

Secret Explorers have

got a new mission! he thought.
Excitement tingled through him as he
stepped through the door. The shelves of
food had gone, and instead there was a
dazzling white light. Connor’s heart thudded.
Wind whipped against his face, as if he were
travelling really fast...
A moment later, the light faded. Connor
was standing in a large, familiar room. Light
from the rows of computer screens flickered
on the black stone walls. Objects stood on
8

“Connor – here!” he said.
Near the computers was a cluster of
comfy chairs. A girl with short dark hair

“Kiki – here!”
“Ollie – here!” said a red-haired boy in a
rainforest T-shirt.

jumped up from one of them. A compass

The rest of the team called out their

badge just like Connor’s was pinned to her

names. There was Roshni, who wanted to be

football shirt.

an astronaut, Gustavo who loved history,

“Hey, Tamiko!” said Connor. He noticed
her cool Stegosaurus necklace – Tamiko’s

and Cheng who knew everything about rocks
and volcanoes.

specialist subject was dinosaurs.
“Hi!” Tamiko said. “Look – here come
the others!”
The rest of the Secret Explorers began to
hurry through the glowing doorway. A tall,
grinning girl gave a salute, just like she
always did. “Leah – here!” she called. Leah
knew everything about plants and animals.
Next came Kiki, who loved machines and
technology. She wore glasses and pyjamas,
and her hair was still ruffled from sleep.
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The roll call was complete. Connor was

“Humpback whales,” said Connor.

buzzing with excitement – now they would

But who would the Exploration Station

be given their mission! Everyone took their

choose for this adventure? It always picked

usual place around the map on the floor.

the two members with the right skills and

Sure enough, a circle of light glimmered

knowledge for the mission.

on a part of the map. Connor recognized

Connor looked down to see his compass

where it was straight away – the South Pacific

badge glowing with light. “I’m in!” he cried.

Ocean, to the east of Australia. The circle

He was the club’s marine expert, so that

got bigger. It became the size of a TV screen.

made sense. But who would be his

It showed a pod of whales diving through

teammate? Roshni’s badge shimmered,

the water. They had long fins and white bellies.

lighting up her face.
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“Cool!” Roshni said. “But my speciality is
space. I wonder what that’s got to do with
humpback whales?”
“I guess we’ll find out,” said Connor. He
gave her a high-five. “The Exploration Station
is never wrong!”
Kiki pressed a button on one of the
computers. A vehicle with two seats rose up
from the floor. “The Beagle, ready to go,”
Kiki said. The Beagle was named after a ship
sailed by the famous scientist Charles Darwin.

“Good luck!” called Cheng.

It looked like an old go-kart, with chipped

“Can’t wait to hear all about it!”

paint and a crooked steering wheel.

But it’s so much more than just a go-kart,
Connor thought.

added Tamiko.
“Call us if you need anything!” said Kiki.
Connor and Roshni waved goodbye to

The other Secret Explorers took their

their friends, then clambered into the Beagle.

places at the computers, ready to give

Connor gripped the steering wheel. “Ready?”

Connor and Roshni any help they needed

he asked.

during their mission.

Roshni nodded. “Ready.”
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He leaned forward and pressed a button
on the dashboard that said “START”. The

Overhead flew a white tropicbird with long
tail feathers.

Beagle began to shake. The nuts and bolts

“It’s the Pacific Ocean!” he said.

shuddered as if they would pop out at any

Roshni pointed at a periscope sticking up

moment. There was a bright flash. The
Beagle jerked forward, and Connor and
Roshni were flung back against their seats.

through the glass ceiling of the cockpit.
“We’re not in a boat,” she said with
a grin. “We’re in a submarine!”

Suddenly, they were zooming through a
tunnel of light.
Beneath them, the Beagle began to
transform. The wheels slid away. A joystick
replaced the steering wheel. Glass rose
around them. “Maybe it’s turning into a boat
this time!” Connor cried, his voice trembling
under the force.
There was a huge splash. Connor gazed
out in wonder through a curved window.
Blue water stretched as far as he could see.
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what a

CONNOR’S

MISSION NOTES

the humpback whale

* Latin name: Megaptera
In the southern oceans,
novaeangliae
humpbacks feed mainly
* Animal type: Mammals – they
on Antarctic krill.
breathe air, have warm blood,
and give birth to live young
* Location: Worldwide, but
usually nearer coasts
* Length: Up to 17 m (56 ft)
* Weight: 34 tonnes – more
than the weight of five
African elephants!
Each whale has
a unique pattern
on the underside
of its tail.

Behaviour

Male humpbacks make sounds know
songs. These calls can be heard by whn as whale
kilometres away and last for up to ales many
Scientists think they might be a wa 30 minutes.
y to
females, to protect their territory, orattract
to
communicate with each other.

* Every year, most humpbacks migrate to
warm waters to give birth to their young.
They swim thouands of kilometres.
* Humpbacks live in groups called ‘pods’,
which include up to 15 whales.
* An adult humpback can hold its breath
underwater for 45 minutes – but usually
stays under for 10–15 minutes before
coming up for air.

The pectoral flippers of the
humpback are one third of its
body length – longer than
those of other whales.
116

tune!

The humpback has a
pair of huge nostrils on
the top of its head. These
are called blowholes, and
close when the whales
dive underwater.

Barnacles live on the
whale’s snout.
117

OCEAN LIFE

Dolphin

Sunlit zone
* Top 200 m (660 ft) of the ocean.
e, including
* Lots of different animals live in this zon
humpback whales.
plankton, which includes
* It is also home to tiny creatures called und on the currents.
baby crabs and fish eggs. They float aro food.
Many sea creatures depend on plankton for

Reef fish
Turtle

Twilight zone

ace.
* From 200 m (660 ft) to 1,000 m (3,300 ft) below the surf
* The little sunlight that reaches this zone gives it a faint
blue glow. Fewer animals live here than in the sunlit zone.
* Some areas of this zone don’t have much oxygen, so the
only animals that can live there have special adaptations.

Lanternfish

Comb jellyfish
Vampire squid

Midnight zone

* More than 1,000 m below the surface, no light at all reaches this zone.
* It is up to 10,000 m (33,000 ft) deep in places.
* Some of the creatures that live here are bioluminescent – they create
their own light. For example, the anglerfish has a lure on top of its head
that glows in the dark to attract prey – a bit like a fishing rod.
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Viperfish

Anglerfish
Deep sea squid
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What causes it?

OCEANS IN DANGER!
The Earth’s climate is getting warmer – which
is bad news for the oceans. Rising temperatures
affect the life-cycles of certain sea creatures,
threatening their survival.

Global warming
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Greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide and methane build up in
the atmosphere. This causes a
greenhouse effect, as the gases
stop heat from leaving the
Earth’s atmosphere – just like
the glass windows that keep
a greenhouse warm.
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Some of the heat
is trapped in the
atmosphere by
greenhouse gases.

* Burning fossil fuels such as coal, gas,
and oil to generate electricity and power
vehicles. When fossil fuels are burned, they
release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
* Cutting down trees that absorb carbon
dioxide. They are the world’s best
natural air filters!
* Cows’ burping and farting releases lots
of methane. In addition, forests are often
cut down to clear land for them to graze.

things that make the ocean sad...
Warming seas and increased amounts of
carbon dioxide and pollution in the water are
destroying coral reefs. This leads to the loss
of many fish and other animals.

Millions of tonnes of plastic
end up in our oceans each year.
Ocean animals can accidentally
eat tiny bits of plastic in the
water, or get caught in
the rubbish.
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